
Complete the sentences. Use the words in brackets in their correct forms 

1  If Mark wants to fix the computer, first he (have/find out) ………………………………………………. what 

is wrong with it.  

2  I need to work harder. I (not want/ fall behind) ………………………………………………. in school. 

3  Julia was sick for three weeks, but today she’s back in school and I think that soon she (catch up 

with) ………………………………………………. the material.  

4  Patricia (fail) ………………………………………………. her driving test three times. She needs more 

training.  

5  At this moment I don’t have much free time because I (do a course) 

………………………………………………. in art history.  

6  I (hand in) ………………………………………………. my paper and left the room. 

7  How about (sign up for) ………………………………………………. this course? We need to learn some 

new skills. 

8  If he (play truant) ………………………………………………., he wouldn’t be the best student in his group. 

9  I (must/ retake) ………………………………………………. the exam in 14 days.  

10  Brandon is really happy. He (just/ pass) ………………………………………………. his math test.  

 

Complete the sentences. Use the words in brackets in their correct forms 

1  If Mark wants to fix the computer, first he (have/find out) ………………………………………………. what 

is wrong with it.  

2  I need to work harder. I (not want/ fall behind) ………………………………………………. in school. 

3  Julia was sick for three weeks, but today she’s back in school and I’m sure she (catch up with) 

………………………………………………. the material soon.  

4  Patricia (fail) ………………………………………………. her driving test three times. She needs more 

training.  

5  At this moment I don’t have much free time because I (do a course) 

………………………………………………. in art history.  

6  I (hand in) ………………………………………………. my paper and left the room. 

7  How about (sign up for) ………………………………………………. this course? We need to learn some 

new skills. 

8  If he (play truant) ………………………………………………., he wouldn’t be the best student in his group. 

9  I (must/ retake) ………………………………………………. the exam in 14 days.  

10  Brandon is really happy. He (just/ pass) ………………………………………………. his math test.  
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Key with suggested answers: 

1 has to find out 2 don’t want to fall behind  3 will catch up with 4 has failed  5 am doing a course 

6 handed in   7 signing up for  8 played truant  9 must retake  10 has just passed 

 


